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a b s t r a c t
A continuous exchange of particles between an erodible substrate and the granular ﬂow above it occurs
during almost all geophysical events involving granular material, such as snow avalanches, debris ﬂows
and pyroclastic ﬂows. The balance between eroded and deposited material can drastically inﬂuence the
runout distance and duration of the ﬂow. In certain conditions, a perfect balance between erosion and
deposition may occur, leading to the steady propagation of material, in which the ﬂow maintains its
shape and velocity throughout. It is shown experimentally how the erosion-deposition process in dense
ﬂows of sand (160-200 μm) on an erodible bed of the same material produces steadily propagating
avalanches that deposit subtle levees at their lateral extent. Moreover, it is shown in this paper, by
using two colours of the same sand, that although the avalanche is propagating at constant velocity
and maintaining a constant shape, the grains that are initially released are deposited along the ﬂow path
and that the avalanche will eventually be composed entirely of particles that are eroded from the bed.
Different steady travelling wave regimes are obtained depending on the slope angle, thickness of the
erodible layer and the amount of material released. Outside of the range of parameters where steady
travelling waves form, the avalanches loose mass and decay if the initial amount of material released is
too small, or, if the initial release is too large, they re-adjust to a steadily propagating regime by shedding
material and breaking into smaller avalanches at its rear side. Numerical simulations are performed using
a shallow-water-like avalanche model together with a friction law that captures the erosion-deposition
process in ﬂowing to static regimes and a transport equation for the interface between layers of the
two colours. The characteristic behaviours observed in the experiments are qualitatively reproduced.
Speciﬁcally, the complex processes such as the exchange of particles leading to a change in colour of
the avalanche and the formation of lateral levees are captured by the model. Finally a comparison is
made with deposits in lunar craters, which are interpreted as closely analogous to the deposits formed
in our laboratory experiments.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Debris ﬂows, rock avalanches and pyroclastic ﬂows are some
common examples of dense, geophysical, granular ﬂows that occur
on relatively steep slopes. During the past thirty years, a number of important studies have improved our understanding of such
ﬂows and their applications to geophysical events. Interaction with
topography has been widely studied since the seminal work of
Savage and Hutter (1991) and has been extended to more complex topographies (Gray et al., 1999; Bouchut and Westdickenberg,
2004; Viroulet et al., 2017), as well as implemented in numerical
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models to simulate real events (Kelfoun and Druitt, 2005; Mangeney et al., 2007; Moretti et al., 2015).
Natural granular ﬂows usually exhibit a high degree of polydispersity, with mean particle diameters spanning several orders
of magnitude. Size-segregation can lead to the formation of regions that have different frictional properties, which feedback on
the ﬂow. The ﬁnger-like deposit observed after a volcanic eruption, for example, is mainly due to the differential particle size
and roughness (Pouliquen et al., 1997). This mechanism was later
studied analytically and numerically (Gray and Thornton, 2005;
Woodhouse et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2016b) with application to
large scale experiments (Johnson et al., 2012). Moreover, it has recently been shown that the runout distance of geophysical ﬂows
may be enhanced by the creation of ﬁne grain-lined, leveed chan-
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nels (Kokelaar et al., 2014). Despite these and many other studies
(see Delannay et al., 2017 for a review), rheological behaviour of
granular ﬂows and their application to natural ﬂows is still an open
question.
In particular, there is a lack of understanding of the effects of
erosion and deposition in granular ﬂows, despite its key role in
the ﬂow behaviour and the signiﬁcant effects it can produce. Insights from ﬁeld measurements of geophysical ﬂows are relatively
poor due to the diﬃculty of taking such measurements (Conway
et al., 2010; Iverson et al., 2011). Direct measurement of channel erosion by successive debris ﬂows was performed by Berger
et al. (2011). It has been shown that erosion took place at the
head of the ﬂow and deposition at a later stage. Moreover, the
ﬂow consisted of several surges with channel bed sediment entrained at the head of the ﬂow. This ﬁeld observation can also
be directly linked to small scale experiments on erosion/deposition waves (Edwards and Gray, 2015) and bidisperse granular roll
waves (Viroulet et al., 2018). Numerous laboratory experiments of
granular ﬂows on erodible beds have been performed using, for
example, a column collapse conﬁguration (Mangeney et al., 2010;
Farin et al., 2014), a constant inﬂow that develops into erosiondeposition waves (Edwards and Gray, 2015), or the release of a
small number of grains on a stationary layer of the same material
at a steep inclination (Pouliquen and Forterre, 2002; Edwards et
al., 2017). All of these studies showed a signiﬁcant increase in the
runout distance and ﬂow duration in the presence of an erodible
layer.
A major diﬃculty in simulating such experiments is the understanding of the rheological behaviour of the granular material.
Whilst a simple Mohr-Coulomb friction law can produce good results for accelerating ﬂows on smooth beds (Cui and Gray, 2013;
Viroulet et al., 2017), granular ﬂows are better described by viscoplastic laws such as the μ(I)-rheology of Jop et al. (2006). Recently, a depth-averaged μ(I)-rheology has been developed by Gray
and Edwards (2014) that introduces a depth-averaged viscous term
into the equations. Using this approach, they were able to predict
the frequency at which the growth rate of the roll-wave instability
is zero (Forterre and Pouliquen, 2003; Forterre, 2006) without any
ﬁtting parameters. A generalisation of this model to two dimensions was later developed by Baker et al. (2016a) which predicts
the downslope velocity proﬁle across a channel and the formation
of ﬁngers (Baker et al., 2016b).
This paper focuses on small-scale experiments that exhibit the
exchange and entrainment of particles between an erodible layer
of grains and a steadily propagating granular avalanche. Experimental results are presented for the release of a small amount of
grains on an erodible layer composed of the same material except coloured differently, allowing the particles from the original
release to be visually tracked. The experiments are modelled using
a depth-averaged framework based on that of Edwards et al. (2017)
for decaying, growing or steadily propagating granular avalanches,
together with Gray and Kokelaar’s (2010) large-particle transport
equation for the interface between the differently coloured layers.
Numerical simulations are shown to capture the various avalanche
behaviours and the exchange of particles with good qualitative
agreement.
2. Experimental method
Experiments have been performed to visualize the exchange of
grains during the erosion-deposition process and investigate the
underlying physical mechanism in dry granular ﬂows. The experimental setup consists of a 1.2 m long and 0.5 m wide plane
inclined at an angle ζ to the horizontal. The slope is roughened
by attaching a layer of coarse spherical ballotini (0.75–1 mm diameter) to the plane using double-sided sticky tape. The gran-

Table 1
Material properties kept constant throughout.

ζ1 = 30.4◦
β = 0.63

ζ2 = 43.2◦
 = 0.40

ζ3 = 34.9◦
β∗ = 0.47

L = 0.56 mm
κ =1

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A ﬁnite cylindrical mass of
yellow grains is released onto a static erodible layer of red sand with the same
rheological properties. (For interpretation of the colours in the ﬁgure(s), the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

ular material used in these experiments is sieved sand with a
0.16–0.20 mm mean diameter that is coloured red or yellow. A
static layer of erodible material is prepared before each experiment by releasing a ﬁnite mass of red sand from a hopper to
produce a deposit of thickness h stop (ζ ) on a slope of angle ζ .
For steady uniform ﬂows there is a balance between gravity and
shear stress at the bed, which implies that μ = tan(ζ ) (Pouliquen,
1999b; Pouliquen and Forterre, 2002). By measuring the evolution
of the deposit layer thickness as a function of the slope angle, the
material properties can be deﬁned by using the dynamic empirical
friction law of Pouliquen and Forterre (2002) as

tan(ζ ) = tan ζ1 +

tan ζ2 − tan ζ1
1 + h stop /L

,

(1)

where ζ1 and ζ2 are critical angles of the material and L is a characteristic length over which a transition between ζ1 and ζ2 occurs.
Values of these parameters are determined here by a best ﬁt to average measurements of the thickness h stop (ζ ) on our experimental
setup, shown in Fig. 2.
Furthermore, by measuring the velocity of the front of a steady
uniform ﬂow, additional material ﬂow properties are determined
by the dynamic ﬂow rule of Forterre and Pouliquen (2003) for angular particles (e.g. sand and carborundum) as

Fr = 

|ū |
gh cos ζ

=

βh
h stop

− ,

(2)

where the constant of proportionality β = 0.63 and  = 0.40 is the
offset. These values of the ﬂow rule properties are taken here from
those measured by Edwards et al. (2017) for ﬂows on a rough bed
of 0.75–1 mm diameter spherical glass beads using carborundum
particles, which are very similar in size and roughness to our sand.
Values of all of the parameters used here are summarised in Table 1. With the static layer prepared, an avalanche is initiated by
releasing a ﬁnite amount of the yellow sand by lifting a small ﬁlled
cylinder that is placed on top of the red h stop layer without disturbing it. A schematic representation of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1. The particles from the cylinder rapidly spread from
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since a speciﬁc initial conﬁguration of an abundantly thick h stop
layer, prepared at a shallower angle than that of the experiment, is
needed to obtain a growing avalanche (see Edwards et al., 2017).
3. Experimental results
3.1. Redistribution of particles in a steadily propagating avalanche

Fig. 2. Variation of the deposit thickness h stop left by a steady uniform ﬂow as a
function of the slope angle ζ .

its downslope edge before forming an avalanche that travels down
the plane by eroding particles from the static layer at the ﬂow
front and depositing particles behind. As soon as the avalanche
forms a balance between erosion and deposition arises, with red
particles being eroded from the static layer and yellow particles
deposited behind. Illuminating the ﬂow from the bottom of the
plane creates a low-angled light that makes the avalanche shape
clearly evident, in particular the levees, which are deposited at the
lateral extents of the bulk head width. Depending on the slope
inclination angle and thickness of the static layer, different characteristic behaviours are observed. The avalanche either grows by
eroding progressively more particles from the static layer, decays
in size until it comes to rest or travels steadily whilst maintaining
a constant shape and velocity. Only the steadily propagating and
decaying avalanches are considered in the remainder of this study,

The plane is inclined at an angle of 34.0◦ to the horizontal and
a static layer of thickness h stop (34.0◦ ) ≈ 1.7 mm is prepared according to §2. These conditions lead to the formation of a steadily
propagating avalanche as long as a suﬃcient volume of grains is
released. A cylinder ﬁlled with 10 mL of yellow sand is placed on
top of the static layer of red-coloured sand. After the release, the
grains rapidly spread and the ﬂow adjusts itself to a width that remains constant thereafter. The evolution of the avalanche during
its propagation is captured by an overhead camera and shown in
Figs. 3b)–f). Near to the end of the chute, it can be seen that almost all of the initial yellow grains have been deposited behind the
avalanche, which itself consists of mainly red particles. The levees
are perfectly parallel, which implies that once a steadily travelling wave is established, the avalanche does not gain or loose mass
and there is a perfect balance between erosion and deposition. To
demonstrate the effects of providing an erodible substrate layer
to an avalanche, the deposit left using the same amount of yellow sand on the rough, non-erodible bed of glass beads is shown
in Fig. 3(a). As in previous studies (Pouliquen and Forterre, 2002;
Mangeney et al., 2010; Edwards et al., 2017), the presence of an
erodible layer considerably increases the runout distance of granular ﬂows, i.e. erodible layers produce an apparent reduction in
friction.

Fig. 3. Propagation of a single avalanche on a 34.0◦ slope. a) Deposit without an erodible layer. b)–f) Steady travelling wave propagating on an erodible layer of thickness
h stop (34.0◦ ) ≈ 1.7 mm. All of the initially released yellow sand is deposited during the ﬂow, resulting in a steady avalanche that is composed entirely of red particles eroded
from the bed. The same conﬁguration is shown in movie 1 in the online supplementary material.
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Fig. 4. a) Phase diagram showing the different avalanche behaviours as a function of the volume of grains released on an erodible layer and the slope angle. Decaying
(red triangles), steady (blue squares), shedding (black circles) and extreme shedding avalanches with generation of secondary waves (green diamonds) are all observed. b)
Evolution of the width of the levees deposited at the lateral extents of avalanches formed by a 10 mL release of grains at various slope angles. Typical experiments for each
type of behaviour: c) 10 mL - decaying, d) 10 mL - steady, e) 10 mL - shedding and f) 20 mL - extreme shedding with secondary waves. All of the initial release of yellow
sand is deposited during the propagation to produce avalanches that are composed entirely of particles eroded from the static layer of red sand. Movies of the experiments
for each behaviour are available in the online supplementary material (movie 1 to 4).

3.2. Multiple steady-states and shedding of excess material
Various propagation regimes have previously been found by Edwards et al. (2017) dependent on the slope angle and the thickness
of the erodible layer. In addition to this, steady travelling waves,
which are referred to as steady-states hereafter, are possible for
various slope angles and amounts of released material, even for
the same erodible layer thickness h stop (ζ ) and slope angle ζ . For
a given angle, a minimum amount of material is needed to generate an avalanche that is large enough to reach a steady-state. If
the initial volume of material is too small, the avalanche will continuously decay and come to rest. However, once a steady-state is
found, increasing the initial volume released at that slope angle
will produce a different steady-state with a larger amplitude and
width. The volume can be increased further to produce multiple
sized steady-states regimes until the avalanche becomes too large
to support itself and sheds excess material, which itself can break

into several smaller avalanches, in order to re-adjust to a steadystate. This maximum volume for a steady avalanche is analogous
to the maximum thickness of erosion-deposition waves observed
by Edwards and Gray (2015). Moreover, taking a known steady
propagating avalanche conﬁguration and increasing the slope, thus
decreasing the erodible layer thickness, whilst releasing the same
volume of material also produces multiple steady-states, until the
shedding and re-adjusting regime is reached at a suﬃciently high
inclination. Therefore, depending on the slope angle and the initial
amount of material released, an avalanche either decays, propagates steadily or breaks and re-adjusts to a steady-state. For example, when a 10 mL volume of material released on an erodible
layer of thickness h stop (ζ ), the avalanche will decay for ζ ≤ 33.5◦ ,
propagate steadily for 33.5 < ζ ≤ 34.5◦ and shed material for
ζ > 34.5◦ . A phase diagram of the different behaviours is shown
in Fig. 4(a) for various slope angles and volumes of mass released.
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Tracking the width of the levees deposited at the lateral extents of the avalanche is a useful way to distinguish between
the different behaviours. A plot of the levee width with downslope position is shown in Fig. 4(b) for a 10 mL volume release
at various slope angles. An avalanche is considered to be decaying when the reduction in the width between the levees, from
crest-to-crest, is greater than 5% without any shedding of material. This occurs for ζ = 33.0◦ and ζ = 33.5◦ as shown in Fig. 4(b).
There are steady-states at ζ = 34.0◦ and ζ = 34.5◦ , characterised
by a constant width between the levees being maintained as the
avalanche propagates downslope. At a slope angle of 35.0◦ , the
width of the avalanche formed from a 10 mL volume release decreases. However, in this case, the slope angle is suﬃciently steep
that the avalanche actually breaks and sheds some material, resulting in a sudden decrease in width before a constant distance
between the levees is attained. The initial volume is therefore too
large at that slope angle (see Fig. 4a) for the avalanche to reach
a steady-state, hence it must shed excess material and re-adjust
its width in order to do so. However, this re-adjustment toward a
steady-state can be a continuous process that takes a long distance
to occur, as observed at an even steeper slope angle of ζ = 35.5◦ .
Once again the initial mass released is too big to lead immediately
to a steady-state and the avalanche sheds mass in its tail. However, over a distance of 1 m a steady travelling wave is still not
reached at this steeper slope angle and so the width between the
levees decreases continuously. This readjustment of large waves, by
shedding mass or splitting into several smaller waves, could have
important consequences on the design of dams to deﬂect or stop
the ﬂow.
Fig. 4(c) to (f) shows a typical experiment for each of four distinct avalanche behaviours observed as a function of the volume
released and the slope angle. Regardless of the regime in which
the avalanche propagates, the initial yellow sand released is always deposited during the propagation, leading to an avalanche
mostly consisting of particles from the erodible bed. This is particularly true for the decaying and steady propagating avalanche
(Fig. 4c and d). If the volume released is too big or the slope angle
too steep, the avalanche sheds and looses mass during its propagation as it re-adjust to a travelling steady wave (Fig. 4e). In extreme
cases, the amount of shed material can be so large that the excess
grains have enough momentum to form secondary waves in the
tail of the original avalanche. These secondary waves can in some
cases propagate over a long distance before they come to rest as
small deposits between the levees of the main ﬂow (Fig. 4f). For
both shedding processes, i.e. both those that generate secondary
waves and those that do not, the shape of the ﬁrst avalanche is
longer and thinner than that of a steady propagating one, allowing more mass to be deposited in its wake. Furthermore, yellow
particles from the initial release are still present near the end of
the plane in the shedding avalanches, implying that the erosiondeposition process is less pronounced for high velocity avalanches
where grains from the initial release remain in the avalanche for a
longer distance.
4. A depth-averaged erosion-deposition model
Despite the fundamental differences between debris ﬂows, pyroclastic ﬂows and avalanches, one similarity is that the depths of
these ﬂows are small compared to their lengths. This observation
implies that all of these types of ﬂows may be considered shallow
and can therefore be modelled in a depth-averaged framework.
A formal derivation of the shallow water-type equations used to
model geophysical mass ﬂows was ﬁrst developed by Savage and
Hutter (1989). Using a Mohr-Coulomb internal rheology and constant Coulomb basal friction law, they successfully applied their
equations to the motion of a ﬁnite mass of granular material on a
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing two possible representations of the erosiondeposition process in shallow granular avalanches.

variable slope (Savage and Hutter, 1991). Since then, the SavageHutter model has been extended to two-dimensional ﬂows over
complex topography with applications in snow avalanches (Cui et
al., 2007), debris ﬂows (Iverson, 1997), pyroclastic ﬂows (Pitman et
al., 2003) and landslides (Mangeney et al., 2010).
Modelling the balance between erosion and deposition in granular ﬂows remains a challenging issue. Adopting a depth-averaged
approach, there are (at least) two ways of modelling the erosiondeposition process. One may take into account only the mobile
grains by deﬁning the avalanche depth h(x, t ) as the thickness
normal to the plane between the free-surface s(x, t ) and the interface b(x, t ) that separates mobile and static regions (see Fig. 5a).
Whilst this representation may accurately describe the dynamics
of a granular ﬂow on an erodible bed, it is diﬃcult to simulate because an unknown expression for the erosion/deposition
rate at the base of the avalanche is needed to close the system
(Douady et al., 1999; Gray, 2001; Gray and Ancey, 2001; Iverson, 2012). As such, an alternative way to model the erosiondeposition process is to assume a complete mobilisation of the
ﬂow throughout the entire depth (see Fig. 5b). This was ﬁrst developed by Pouliquen and Forterre (2002), who deﬁned a basal
friction μ(h, F r ) for the whole range of possible ﬂow thicknesses
and Froude numbers. Their model implies that the ﬂow is either
completely mobile or completely static throughout its depth at any
particular point. Although this may seem to be a crude approximation, they found good agreement with their experiments for
the release of mass on erodible slopes. This approach has also recently been used by Edwards and Gray (2015) and modiﬁed by
Edwards et al. (2017, 2019) to successfully simulate both twoand three-dimensional erosion-deposition waves observed in experiments. It is the latter approach that is used here to model our
avalanches.
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4.1. Depth-averaged equations with viscous dissipation
For an avalanche of thickness h and depth-averaged velocity
ū = (ū , v̄ ), the depth-averaged mass and momentum balance equations are derived by a two-dimensional extension of the depthaveraged μ( I )-rheology (Gray and Edwards, 2014; Baker et al.,
2016a; Edwards et al., 2017), and are given here as

∂
∂
∂h
+ (hū ) +
(h v̄ ) = 0,
∂t
∂x
∂y


∂
∂
∂ 1 2
∂
2
(hū ) + (hū ) +
(hū v̄ ) +
h g cos ζ
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x 2
= hg S x + V x (x, y ),


∂
∂
∂ 1 2
∂
2
(h v̄ ) + (hū v̄ ) +
(h v̄ ) +
h g cos ζ
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂y 2
= hg S y + V y (x, y ),

(3)

(4)

(5)

u 2 /ū 2

where the shape factor
resulting from the depth-integration
is assumed to be unity for simplicity (Savage and Hutter, 1989;
Gray et al., 1999; Pouliquen, 1999a; Pouliquen and Forterre, 2002;
Gray et al., 2003). The source terms

S x = sin ζ − μ
S y = −μ

v̄

|ū|

ū

|ū|

cos ζ,

(6)

cos ζ,

(7)

consist of the component of gravity in the downslope x-direction
and the effective basal friction μ = μ(h, Fr) between the avalanche
and the rough plane, which opposes the direction of motion. Edwards et al. (2017, 2019) derived the following friction coeﬃcient
for angular particles (e.g. sand, carborundum), which is adopted
here,

μ=

⎧
⎨ μd

F r > β∗ ,

μ i 0 < F r < β∗ ,
⎩
μ s F r = 0,

where

μ2 − μ1

μd = μ1 +

(8)
,
1 + hβ/ (L (Fr + ))
κ 
Fr
μ2 − μ1
μ2 − μ1
μi =
μ1 +
− μ3 −
β∗
1 + hβ/ (L (β∗ + ))
1 + h /L
μ2 − μ1
+ μ3 +
,
(9)
1 + h /L


μ2 − μ1
μs = min μ3 +
, | tan ζ i − ∇ h| .
(10)
1 + h /L



The constants μ1 = tan ζ1 , μ2 = tan ζ2 and μ3 = tan ζ3 are the tangents of the critical angles, ζ1 , ζ2 and ζ3 . The parameter β∗ >
max(β − , 0) was introduced by Edwards et al. (2017) as the
Froude number of the slowest observable steady uniform ﬂow, in
order to correctly match the thickness h stop of a deposit layer.
The viscous rheology terms in the x- and y-momentum equations are






∂ 1 3/2 ∂ v̄
∂
∂ ū
∂ ū
+
, (11)
ν h3/2
νh
+
∂x
∂x
∂y 2
∂x ∂ y





∂
∂ 1 3/2 ∂ ū ∂ v̄
∂ v̄
V y (x, y ) =
+
, (12)
νh
+
ν h3/2
∂x 2
∂y
∂x
∂y
∂y

V x (x, y ) =

where the coeﬃcient

ν=

2L
9

√

β

g sin ζ

√

cos ζ



tan ζ2 − tan ζ
tan ζ − tan ζ1


,

(13)

in the effective viscosity ν h1/2 /2 is determined explicitly in the
depth-integration process (Gray and Edwards, 2014).
The mass and momentum balance equations are supplemented
with an additional equation for the interface between yellow and
red sand. The two-dimensional equivalent of the large-particle
transport equation developed by Gray and Kokelaar (2010),


∂ 
∂η
η
+
ηū − (1 − α )ū η 1 −
∂t
∂x
h

η
∂ 
η v̄ − (1 − α ) v̄ η 1 −
+
∂y
h

= 0,

(14)

was originally derived for the evolution of the inversely graded
shock interface η = hφ̄ between a sharply segregated layer of large
particles above a layer of small particles in a bidisperse mixture,
where φ̄ is the depth-averaged small-particle concentration. This
theory is applied to our monodisperse ﬂow where z = η instead
represents a sharp interface between red and yellow sand and
φ̄ = η/h is the depth-averaged red particle concentration. The parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 allows the downslope velocity proﬁle to vary
from simple shear for α = 0 to plug ﬂow for α = 1 and linear
shear with basal slip for values in-between. A value of a = 1/7 is
taken here, since it was shown by Baker et al. (2016b) to closely
approximate a Bagnold velocity proﬁle, at least for depth-averaged
quantities.
4.2. Numerical results
The mass and momentum balance equations (3)–(5) coupled
with the sand colour interface equation (14) are written in conservative vector form and solved for a system that replicates the experimental setup. The numerical method used to solve the model
is a semi-discrete high-resolution non-oscillatory central scheme
of Kurganov and Tadmor (2000) together with a second order
Runge-Kutta method for their time evolution. More details about
the numerical model can be found in Edwards et al. (2017). The
initial conditions here are of a cylindrical pile of sand, with radius R = 1.5 cm and a height that provides the desired volume,
centred at (x, y ) = (0, 0) on top of a static layer of thickness
h0 = h stop (ζ ) at a slope angle ζ . The pile is prescribed a yellow colour and the static layer red by setting the initial interface position as η(x, y , 0) = h0 . Zero initial momentum is set with
h ū (x, y , 0) = h v̄ (x, y , 0) = 0. Free outﬂow is imposed at the downstream boundary via a linear extrapolation of the values of h, h ū
and η from the ﬁnal two columns of interior cells and a stationary inﬂow of red sand is imposed at the upstream boundary by
h(0, y , t ) = h0 , h ū (0, y , t ) = h v̄ (0, y , t ) = 0 and η(0, y , t ) = h0 .
The results of a typical numerical simulation at a slope angle
of ζ = 34.0◦ and a 10 mL volume of yellow sand released on top
of a stationary layer of red sand with thickness h0 = h stop (34◦ ) =
1.7 mm are shown in Fig. 6(b)–(f) at various times. The colouring is based on the value of the depth-averaged concentration of
red particles 0.6 ≤ φ̄ ≤ 1.0. As in the experiments, a ﬁrst simulation has been performed on an empty bed (see Fig. 6a) leading
to a similar deposit over ∼ 15cm. For the simulation involving
an erodible layer, the avalanche initially spreads before propagating steadily whilst depositing levees at the lateral extents of
the ﬂow head, as observed in the experiments. Moreover, towards
the end of the domain almost all the initial yellow particles have
been deposited and the avalanche is composed almost entirely of
red particles. The mean width W = 10 cm between the levees
from crest-to-crest and the speed of propagation u w = 0.21 m.s−1
of the avalanche in the simulation are both in good agreement
with the experimentally measured values of W ≈ 9 cm and u w =
0.19 m.s−1 , respectively.
To further investigate the reliability of the model, several simulations have been performed with different volumes of material
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulation of the propagation of a single avalanche on a 34.0◦ slope a) without an erodible layer (ﬁnal deposit), b)–f) with an erodible layer. The depthaveraged concentration of red particles is shown with a contour scale, which is designed to match the experimental images, and ranges from yellow at φ̄ = 0.6 to red at
φ̄ = 1. In addition, an impression of the thickness variation is shown by using oblique lighting from the top left of each panel to light the three-dimensional free-surface and
show the levees and the front. As in the experiment, all of the initially released yellow sand is deposited during the propagation to produce a steady propagating avalanche
that is composed entirely of red particles from the erodible layer.

released at various slope angles in order to reproduce the different avalanche behaviours observed in the experiments. All four
of the experimentally observed behaviours; namely decay, steady,
shedding and extreme shedding with secondary waves, have been
reproduced in Fig. 7 by numerically replicating the initial conditions of the corresponding experiments (see Fig. 4). The numerical
results are in very good agreement with the experiments for each
behaviour. In particular, for the shedding cases (Fig. 7c and d) the
shape of the avalanche differs from the steady case, as observed
in the experiments. Moreover, the rate of colour change varies in
the simulations with the yellow particles being transported further
downslope by the shedding avalanches, which was also observed
in the experiments.
5. Application to debris ﬂows on the Moon
Recently Kokelaar et al. (2017) identiﬁed three types of debrisﬂow deposits in several lunar craters where they formed without

any inﬂuence of atmosphere or liquid. Two of these deposit types,
(i) multiple channels with coarse-grained levees and lobate terminations and (ii) single-surge polylobate, are common on Earth,
formed by geophysical phenomena such as pyroclastic ﬂows and
avalanches. However, the third type of deposit observed on the
Moon has no known equivalent on Earth. It consists of a narrow,
low-proﬁle and long ribbon, with reworked substrate, minor levees and no coarse terminations. Such deposits typically occur in
multiple sets and have been interpreted to result from the propagation of granular erosion-deposition waves down repose slopes of
ﬁne-grained erodible regolith.
Fig. 8 shows the novel debris-ﬂow deposits in the Virtanen F
crater. From source to termination the runout distance is about
4.5 km. Due to subtle topographical effects inducing either convergence or divergence and many bifurcations, it is not clear whether
a single ﬂow splits into two or whether a later ﬂow has escaped
from the path of its predecessor. In either scenario, however, these
deposits commonly exhibit extreme length-to-width ratios of kilo-
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Fig. 7. Numerical simulations for the propagation of a single avalanche exhibiting different behaviour: a) 10 mL at 33◦ - decaying, b) 10 mL at 34◦ - steady, c) 10 mL at 35.8◦
- shedding and d) 20 mL at 35.5◦ : extreme shedding with secondary waves. The yellow sand is transported further downslope by the shedding avalanches. Note that any
asymmetry in colour in the y-direction is simply an artiﬁcial lighting effect. Movie of the simulations for each behaviours is available in the online supplementary material
(movie 5).

meters in length versus only a few meters in width, persistent
ribbon-like parallelism of margins that generally lack obvious levees, absence of mounded coarse-grained terminations and considerable sensitivity to slope changes. The dark albedo of the ﬂow
tracks is attributed to erosion, mixing and re-deposition of slope
substrate during the passage of waves. Kokelaar et al. (2017) infer
that the pale substrate is mainly ﬁne-grained regolith with underlying less-degraded debris. Thus the dark tracks may be mixed and
re-deposited material that is somewhat coarser and less smooth,
which appears darker than adjacent surface material.
The characteristics of these deposits in the Virtanen F crater
are very similar to those produced by our experimental erosiondeposition waves. Moreover, as in the experimental procedure, the
formation of these deposits on the Moon seems to relate to smallvolume triggering ﬂows released onto and travelling far down a
mature repose slope.
In their account of the lunar deposits, Kokelaar et al. (2017)
proposed that the erosion-deposition waves may be favored on the
Moon surface by the abundance there of relatively ﬁne material at
repose angle, with the granular dilatation facilitated by the lack
of interstitial ﬂuid. Thus, all of the physical mechanisms identiﬁed
in our laboratory experiments, which explain erosion-deposition
waves in dry granular ﬂows, remain valid on the surface of the
Moon. The conditions on the Moon serve to make the mechanisms
easier to operate and the deposits more likely to be preserved than
in nature on Earth.
6. Conclusion
In this paper multiple steady travelling waves states have been
observed in the avalanches that form when a ﬁnite mass of sand
particles is released on a rough plane covered with an erodible

layer of the same grains. Moreover, different types of behaviour are
also possible depending on the volume of material that is released
and the inclination of the bed. For suﬃciently shallow slopes and
thick erodible layers, the avalanche continuously decays in size,
thus only travelling for a ﬁnite distance downslope before coming to rest. By increasing either the volume released, the slope
angle or both, a steadily propagating avalanche can be generated
in which there is a perfect balance between erosion and deposition of grains. For even steeper slopes and/or bigger volumes of
mass released, the avalanches that form are too large to remain
steady and shed excess mass until they become steady. In extreme
cases, the amount of shed material is suﬃcient for itself to gain
momentum and develop into secondary waves in the tail of the
leading avalanche. In all the cases, the presence of an erodible
layer drastically increases the runout distances of the ﬂow, as observed previously in several experiments (Pouliquen and Forterre,
2002; Mangeney et al., 2007; Farin et al., 2014).
By releasing material of one colour onto an erodible bed of another, this paper also presents the ﬁnding that the particles from
the initial release are all deposited during the propagation of the
avalanche. Although an avalanche can propagate steadily with a
constant shape and speed over the 120 cm length of our plane, the
initial release of sand is mostly deposited over a distance of about
60 cm, resulting in an avalanche composed almost exclusively of
particles from the erodible bed. These are the ﬁrst experiments
where an exchange between particles from a bulk ﬂow and particles from an erodible bed is clearly visible. For steeper slope
angles on which shedding avalanches are formed, the initially released grains are transported further downslope than in the steady
or decaying cases. All of these observations can have important
consequences on ﬁeld measurement and the composition of the
deposit observed after natural hazards.
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Fig. 8. a) Virtanen F crater showing the location (arrow) of debris-ﬂow deposits detailed in ﬁgures b-f. The deposits are distinctive for their darker colour than the underlying
substrate and manifestly multiple nature in lower reaches, where there are several tens of remarkably continuous narrow ﬁngers. These deposits and similar ones nearby
to the left are restricted to repose slopes. The extensive degraded lobate deposits on the mid left are from ﬂows of impact-melt that reached the crater ﬂoor. Image from
https://quickmap.lroc.asu.edu courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU (from Kokelaar et al. (2017)). b) Entire runout from just beneath the source(s), showing locations of detail panels
c-f. c) Deposit trails are locally conﬂuent according to topographic constriction. d) Flow paths diverge on slightly lesser slopes, locally originating from streaked pale slopes
presumed to be dominantly sites of material overpassing. e) Tens of narrow, ribbon-like ﬁngers become distinct where the slope is less irregular. The ribbon-like ﬂow units
are mostly sub-parallel. f) Flow-unit terminations are abruptly rounded or tapered and appear in bundles, there are no (distinct) levees or terminal mounded accumulations.
LROC NAC image M169398317LE courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.

Numerical simulations using a shallow granular avalanche
model resulting from a two-dimensional generalisation (Baker et
al., 2016a) of the depth-averaged μ(I)-rheology (Gray and Edwards,
2014), with Edwards et al.’s (2019) friction coeﬃcient, are in good
qualitative agreement with the experiments. All of the different
types of avalanche behaviours are generated by reproducing the
experimental conﬁgurations. Moreover, the rate of colour change,
tracked by the large-particle transport equation of Gray and Kokelaar (2010) for the interface between two distinct colours in a
monodisperse ﬂow, is also well captured by the model. This means
that the kinematic motion of grains in such avalanches can be approximated by an advection process with a preferential shearing of
particles at the surface to the ﬂow front.
Debris-ﬂows deposits observed in lunar craters by Kokelaar et
al. (2017) show strikingly similar characteristics to the laboratory
experiments presented here. The extreme runout distance reached
by apparently small-volume ﬂows, without elevated levees and
absence of mounded coarse-grained terminations, has been interpreted as registering the passage of erosion-deposition waves. It is
easy to imagine that all four of the different propagation regimes
observed in the experiments can occur in a single natural ﬂow
due to topographic effects. The avalanche starts to shed its mass
on steep slopes, propagates steadily on slopes close to the angle
of repose and ﬁnally decays and stops on shallow slopes. These
same physical mechanisms have been interpreted by Kokelaar et
al. (2017) to be responsible for the deposits on the Virtanen F
crater.
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